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In the world, there are many kinds of languages, which have sub-languages. They have 
various specification. In Indonesian there are also several kinds of sub-languages, that is 
called the local language. Every local language has specification. 
The local language that discussed is Javanese language, which also has specification. One of 
its specification is affective on adjective form to show intensity. This form is used in oral 
comunication and it is dialectal. For example, the word lara ‘sick’, legi ‘sweet’, dhuwur 
‘high’. In order to emphasize the meaning, we can add certain vowels as follow:  

lara legi dhuwur 

larā 
‘very sick’ [lכrכ ] legii  

‘very sweet’ [ləgī] dhuwuur  
‘very high’ [dhuwūr] 

luara 

‘very sick’ 
[luכrכ] 

luegi  

‘very sweet’ 
[luəgi] 

dhuuwur 

‘very high’ 
[dhūwūr] 

luarā [luכ rכ] luegii  [luəgī] dhuawur [dhūכwūr] 



‘very sick’ ‘very sweet’ ‘very high’ 

laru 

‘very sick’ 
[lכ ru] 

legui  

‘very sweet’ 
[ləgui ] 

dhuawuur 

‘very high’ 
[dh כuwūr] 

larū 

‘very sick’ 
[lכ rū] 

leguui  

‘very sweet’ 
[ləgūi ] 

dhuwir 

‘very high’ 
[dhūwir] 

luaru 

‘very sick’ 
[luכ ru] 

luegui  

‘very sweet’ 
[lūəgūi ] 

duwiir 

‘very high’ 
[dhūwīr] 

lari 

‘very sick’ 
[lכ ri]         

In learning Javanese languge, it is required to understand affective on adjective form. This form has nuances which depends on the 

speaker. This paper will explain about the formation of affective vocals as well as their construction. 
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